A rich and sweet honey aroma

A warm honey accord resting on a sweet ambery undertone. A smart second skin fine fragrance for scentient beings.

The absolute of bees wax has a most pleasant fragrance that directly reminds of honey perfume and of its symbolic meaning, the sweetness and the fullness of spiritual nutriment.

Its scent communicates warmth and protection. It gives confidence and comfort and helps to harmoniously integrate the contrasting aspects of personality.

When we feel disappointed, bitter or wounded, it is the aroma that irradiates the solar force of the light and heals the inner pains.

It is honey that opens the heart and brings us into contact with our own positive emotions.

The perfume of bee’s wax emanates, shining like the sunlight, the joyful energy of the bees perpetually busy in singing the divine praise through their happiness to work.

‘Scentient bees’ fragrance appeals to hyperactive persons who must draw from their organizational capacity.

float like a butterfly
sting like a bee

birds do it
bees do it
even educated fleas do it
lets do it
lets fall in love
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